Multi-faceted characteristics of urban travel have an impact on thepassengers' overallsatisfaction with the transport system. In this study, we investigate the interrelationships among traveler satisfaction, travel and traveler characteristics,and service performancein a multimodal network that comprises of a trunk line and its feeder lines. We analyze the factors influencing the choices of access to rail transit stations and the satisfaction of transit travelers with the rapid rail transit systems. We quantitatively study these relationships and demonstrate the complexity of evaluating transit service performance. Since the interrelationships among variables affecting this system are mainly stochastic, we analyzethe satisfaction with transit system problem using a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN), which helps capture the causality among variables with inherent uncertainty.Using the case of Istanbul, weemploy theBBN as a decision support tool for policy makers to analyzethe rapid rail transit services and determinepoliciesfor improving the quality and the level of serviceto increase the satisfaction with transit system.In the case study, satisfaction with accessibility and access mode variables are found to be more effective variables than total travel time for travel time satisfaction, confirming the significant role of access in multimodal travels.
Introduction
Public transport is a key aspect of sustainable transportation, allowing social mobility and enabling less pollution and congestion. To encourage a decreased use of private automobiles in urban areas, we need high quality public transport services (Olivkova, 2015) .Transportation service quality is one of the key drivers of sustainable transportation policies and it depends on several qualitative and quantitative factors (Cascetta andCartenì, 2014) . Transportation service providers measure traveler satisfaction to assess service level and quality. However, it is quite difficult to match subjective satisfaction of travelers with underlying reasons related to service and traveler characteristics. Recent efforts ontransportation planning and urban policymakinghaveoften focused on increasing transit ridership through improved technological, operational, and service efficiencies. Thegoal of increasing the share of transit would result in decreasedenvironmental stress with lower emissions and higher energy efficiencies as well as increased quality of life in urban areas owing toless congestion and less pollution; hence a sustainable transport system. To this end, urban rail systems offer major advantages for promoting the transit travel as a trunk line with high speeds, high capacities, and its own right-of-way. However, the characteristics of rail transit such as network coverage, tariffs, travel time, reliability, service schedule, and the station accessibility influence the ability and the willingness of travelers to make transit travels (Lindsey et al., 2010; Aydin et al., 2015) .
The factors that influence the performance of transportation services are multi-faceted.
Among them, many are stochastic in nature. Thus, these factors may be uncertain, the information about them may be incomplete, and their interrelationships may be non-linear.
Moreover, these factorsareusuallycorrelated. For example, the performance of transportation service is a function of the usage of the service. The performance function is typically an increasing non-linear function of the flow, which is a random variable distributed across time 3 and throughout the transportation network. Besides, perception of the performance of the transportation systems (e.g. travel time) is also a random variable distributed across the population of travelers. Therefore, there is a distinction between the actual performance and the perceived performance.
In this study, we focus on rapid rail transportation in the form of trunk and feeder systems. Connectivity between the trunk and feeder lines and the accessibility of the nodes in the multimodal network determine the overall spatial structure of the network, specifically, the coverage of the network. We present the factors and their influences on satisfaction with the rapid rail system in a network structure due to the complexity of interrelations between these factors. Among such networks, Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs), influence diagrams, and qualitative probabilistic networks constitute some of the more prominent formalisms found in applied research (Aktas et al., 2007) .To the best of our knowledge, BBN approach has only been used to deal with the cognition of locations in an urban setting (Arentze and Timmermans, 2005) . In this study, we use this method to account for how individuals assess the transport system. We elicit the factors that affect the passengers' satisfaction with the public transport and establish the hierarchical relationships among these factors. Then, incorporating the BBN approach, we identify which factors contribute the most to the specific aspects of travel satisfaction to identify areas where public transport service could be improved. Specifically, we employ a BBN approach with a learning mechanism and use it as an alternative decision support tool for analyzing the rail rapid transit services and identifying policies to improve the travelers' level of service. Finally, we test the proposed methodology using the case of Istanbul Metro. We contribute to the extant literature on modeling travel behavior by proposing a new methodology for analyzing travel behavior where the traditional approaches on modeling travel behavior comprise of discrete choice analysis methods or 4 structural equation models. We test the applicability of our proposed methodology with primary data using the case of Istanbul Metro.
We organize the paper as follows: Section 2 provides a brief literature review of public transportation systems and user satisfaction. Section 3 explains the methodology used in this research. Section 4 applies the proposed methodology to the case of Istanbul Metro.
Section 5 discusses the results of the case study. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and provides suggestions for future studies.
Literature Review
The relevant literature pertaining to our work can be examined under mode choice and satisfaction. We start by addressing the mode choice behavior of travelers in Section 2.1 and then present relevant work on traveler satisfaction in Section 2.2.
2.1.Travelers' mode choice
Trunk-feeder systems reduce some of the inefficiencies generated by heavy flows of competing buses (United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, 1993) . Feeder lines carry travelers from suburbs to the trunk where the travelers interchange for lines distributing to the city (Vassallo et al., 2012) . The operation is reversed in the afternoon for travelers leaving work and going back home. In unimodal networks, accessibility is often restricted to distance or time of travel (Xie and Levinson, 2007) . However, research has shown that, for example, Dutch railway travelers, in about 47% of the cases, did not choose the nearest departure station to their places of residence and considered accessibility together with the connecting lines (Debrezion et al., 2009 ). This result emphasizesthatvarious factors affect the travelers' choice of departure station and access mode in multimodal networks.
Transfers between lines are a major element of rapid rail systems and they are common in large urban multimodal networks. For instance, 70% of the travels including a metro trip in London have at least one transfer to another line (Transport for London, 2001) .
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This rate, showing travels with at least one transfer, is 30% in New York City, 70% in Munich, 40% in Paris (Guo and Wilson 2011; GUIDE 1999; NYMTC 1998) and at least 60% in Istanbul (Ugurlu, 2011) .Metro systems are characterized by a high number of multimodal travelsand measures related to accessibility, complexity of the network, connectivity, and directness (Derrible and Kennedy, 2010) .
Traveler characteristics and its relation to travel choice, ridership and satisfaction have been widely investigated in the literature. Shiftan et al. (2008) identify distinct market segments by modeling simultaneously travelers' attitudes, travel behavior, and the causal relationships between a traveler's socioeconomic profile and their attitude toward travel. Oña et al (2015) apply their methodology to different group of users of a suburban rail transit system to assess their perceptions about the services. The profiles of users are classified according to the type of users, the day of travel, the frequency of use, and the time of travel during the day. Roorda and Ruiz (2008) use longitudinal datasets and find an underlying similarity between a person's weekday activity/travel schedules from one year to the next and the latent variables, which are represented as a linear function of the socioeconomic characteristics of the person such as gender, income, and age. Vega and Feighan (2009) model the choice of residential location and travel-to-work mode by three different variable groups, namely property prices, travel-related attributes, and as socio-economic characteristics which are represented by number of cars, gender, and socio-economic group.
Travel characteristics are also used commonly to investigate the traveler choice, patronage, and satisfaction. Currie and Wallis (2008) synthesize the evidence to identify measures including travel related characteristics such as trip distance, trip purpose/time, and travel mode that are likely to grow patronage of bus services. Vega and Feighan (2009) integrate travel characteristics such as travel time and costs intomodeling the choice of residential location and travel-to-work mode. Similarly, Tyrinopoulos and Antoniou (2008) 6 also use travel related attributes (e.g. travel time, waiting time, distance/time to access stop) to model the users' perceived satisfaction with public transit services. On the other hand, Oña et al (2015) analyze travel related attributes influencing service quality such as regularity and punctuality of the runs, safety, comfort, information on boards, and cleanliness of the cars and the seats. Chorus et al. (2007) investigate the quality of multimodal travel choices with respect to travel information along with multiple attribute-dimensions of alternatives, such as travel times and travel costs of car and transit alternatives, as well as waiting times and seat probabilities in transit. Carrel et al. (2016) use tracking data combined with daily surveys of passengers to examine the link between travel quality measures and passenger satisfaction using mode access variables, satisfaction surveys, travel times including wait times, and socio-demographic variables.
2.2.Traveler satisfaction
From a traveler perspective, a travel is often a chain of the trips undertaken to move from an origin (e.g. home) to a destination (e.g. work). Thereby, the travelerevaluatesnot only the availability of a transit service with its transfer connections, but also the performance of the transit service which depends on the level of service offered in connecting lines. Service quality is the level of match between the service delivery performance and the expectations of customers (Parasuraman et al., 1985) . These expectations generally arise from the needs or characteristics of the individuals. In fact, travelers evaluate the transport services in various ways, using multiple criteria (Román et al., 2014) . Using Parasuraman's SERVQUAL model, Celik et al. (2014) perform a multi-criteria decision analysis supported by fuzzy expert judgments for evaluating the level of satisfaction. Similarly, Aydin et al. (2015) develop a fuzzy analytical hierarchy process to measure rail transit line performance in Istanbul considering traveler satisfaction criteria such as train comfort, ticketing, information systems, accessibility, safety, station comfort, welcoming, fare, and time. Lai and Chen (2011) posit 7 that it is not possible to guarantee passenger satisfaction if the quality of public transit service does not result in increased passenger perceptions of the value of travel. It is common to evaluate the performance of services with traveler satisfaction from various dimensions of the service (Brons et al. 2009; Chou and Kim 2009; Tyrinopoulosand Antoniou 2008; Currie and Wallis 2008; TCRP 1999) . In the rail transit case, a traveler-oriented analysis of the performance of the rail transit service combines the characteristics and the connections of the rail transit service and analyzes how cooperatively they act with each other as well as how other exogenous factors affect this cooperative action.
Accessibility is an important aspect of rail journeys with influence on the overall satisfaction of the traveler (Brons et al., 2009 ). Olivkova (2015 states that the accessibility of stops is one of the factors with great impact on the overall passenger satisfaction.Previous research on accessibility of rail systems confirms that accessibility is a decision factor for the choice of travel mode (Rietveld, 2000; Givoni and Rietveld, 2007) . Travelers' satisfaction with the rail journey is related to their satisfaction with the accessibility and this suggests that improving accessibility is likely to increase rail use. Brons et al. (2009) find that the quality of access facilities is even more important for infrequent rail travelers, and improved accessibility can increase infrequent travelers' use of rail system and attract new travelers. DeJonge and Teunter (2013) study the problem of finding an optimal itinerary to travel from a starting location to a destination location using public transport, where theyallowtravelers to alternate rides with short walks. This results in a reduced total travelling time; however, the authors call for further research since they do not consider the preferences of travelers. Similarly, Debrezion et al. (2006) useaccessibility, connectivity of stations, and population characteristics to develop a quality index for train services. Tyrinopoulos and Antoniou (2008) indicate the importance of providing further insight into the differences among groups of the population while assessing the quality implications of the variability of 8 the users' perceived satisfaction with public transit services.Del Castillo and Benitez (2013) propose a satisfaction index including the dimensions of connectivity, accessibility, information, time satisfaction, user attendance, comfort, safety and security, and environmental impact. Structural Equation Modelling has been frequently used as a method to unveil the complex relationships between service quality, satisfaction, and loyalty in public transport. Shen et al. (2016) In the first stage, we develop the conceptual model of the BBN. We collect the data based on this conceptual model in the second stage, which comprises determination of survey assessing the transportation systems. The drivers of the traveler satisfaction and the level of satisfaction on these drivers need to be investigated and the service planner for effective decision-making. To this aim, we offer the BBN methodology to assess multimodal transportation systems.
Drawing on the previous literature, we analyze the factors influencing to rail transit stations and satisfaction with rail rapid transit systems in relation to these factors and their interrelationships. We then quantify these relationships and f evaluating the performance of transit services.
stage methodology (Fig.1) .
The proposed methodology.
In the first stage, we develop the conceptual model of the BBN. We collect the data based on this conceptual model in the second stage, which comprises determination of survey 9 satisfaction and the level of on these drivers need to be investigated and analyzed by we offer the BBN the factors influencing travelers' rail rapid transit systems in these relationships and f evaluating the performance of transit services. For this
In the first stage, we develop the conceptual model of the BBN. We collect the data based on this conceptual model in the second stage, which comprises determination of survey 10 questions, design of the survey, and implementation of the survey. In the third stage, we determine the variables that affect satisfaction using factor analysis. We also deduct the travel and traveler characteristics and the service performance criteria, which are the information variables in the BBN, from an extensive literature review. In the fourth stage, we develop a causal map of the variables through expert interviews and refine the causal map to eliminate the relationships that result in cycles, as we need a directed acyclic graph in a BBN. In the fifth stage, we quantify the variables and transform the causal map into a BBN that represents the conditional dependencies and the uncertainties of these variables. In the sixth stage, we use the BBN as decision support tool to improve traveler satisfaction with rapid rail services.
We then perform sensitivity analysis to determine the most critical variables that affect traveler satisfaction in public transportation. We test this methodology with the case of Istanbul Metro.
We employ a causal map to capture the expertise and the assumptions about the public transport system and to understand this system's behavior better becausecausal maps represent domain knowledge in the form of directed cause-effect relationships between variables in a more effective way than alternative models such as regression and structural equations (Nadkarni and Shenoy, 2001 ). BBN's effectiveness over alternative methods also originates from its ability to make inferences, i.e. drawing conclusions based on a premise (Nadkarni and Shenoy, 2001 ). Hence, BBNs enable adding new information to the system and allow for making predictions in the case of interventions. For example, an urban transport policy maker may want to know how access mode affects travelers' satisfaction and design policies targeted at specific modes.
In fact, soft systems approaches such as causal maps were designed to address complex problem situations, such as the traveler satisfaction with rapid rail systems that are unstructured and affected by human factors (Daellenbach and McNickle, 2005) . The 11 advantages of BBNs over existing methods in the analysis of complex systems and the relationships between the variables have made them attractive tools for analysis (Arentze and Timmermans, 2005; KocabasandDragicevic, 2007) . We start with an effort to understand the complexity associated with traveler satisfaction in the public transportation domain (Ackermann, 2012) . We then use expert judgments that are useful to structure the problems, to indicate key variables, and to examine the relationships among the variables (Morgan 2005 ).
In a causal map, nodes represent causal concepts, links represent causal connections, and strengths represent causal value of a connection. Different methods are used to construct causal maps, depending on the purpose and the theory guiding the research. Axelrod (1976) devise a mapping technique to represent the causal assertions embedded in decision-makers' argumentations about policy-making and decision-making. In another approach, Eden and Ackermann (1998) propose to use a deliberately open structure for interviewing. In this research, we useliterature review to elicit the concepts associated with travelers' satisfaction of rapid rail systems. We identify thecausal relations through interviews with practitioners and academicswhoare experts in the public transportation domain. We present these experts in Section 4.4.
Once we identifythe concepts related to public transportation, we translatethem into variables considering their impact on the system. Hence,we specifythe variables of the public transportation system. Following the specifications of variables, we discuss theinterrelationsamongthese variables again with the domain experts and based on the feedback we specifycausal relations between the variables.
Causal maps are the initial stage of analysis to construct BBNs (Jensen 2001) . A BBN is a directed causal network that is decision-focused, data-driven and transparent (Williams and Cole 2013) . Although the relations represented in a BBN do not have to be causal, this 12 research makes use of causal maps in the problem-structuring phase to reduce the problems encountered in specifying both the key variables and their causal relationships (Nadkarni andShenoy, 2004) .BBNs are thus also causal belief networks where the dependence relations between variables are causal.In the BBN, nodes represent the variables of the system, and arcs directed from the parent (affecting) variable to the child (affected) variable represent the causal relations among the variables.To construct a BBN, initially, we define a finite set of states for each variable in the causal map. This set represents the possible behaviors that a variable can exhibit. We need both historical data and the subjective evaluation of experts for this purpose.
In the BBN methodology, we calculate the joint probability distributions of all variables in the network as the multiplication of conditional dependencies for each variable.
The chain rule follows that ( , , ) = ( ) × ( \ ) × ( \ ) if variable is serially
connected to variable through variable . This equation means, the probability of events , and happening at the same time is calculated by multiplying the probability of event happening with the probability of event happening given that event has already happened and the probability of event happening given that event has already happened. We compute the posterior marginal probability of a variable from the jointprobability as
.This equation is the famous Bayes' Theorem.
In the context of the BBN, we conduct a sensitivity analysis to determine the relative importance of the variables in the system. Sensitivity analysis allows us to identify key variables that have higher impact on the values of the target variables, which are, in our case, measures of satisfaction. To verify our proposed methodology, we test it with data from the case of Istanbul Metro. 
Case Study
Istanbul has a population of approximately 14.6 million people, which has increased more than 10% in the last two decades (Celiket al.,2013) . Almost ninety percent of transportation in Istanbul is by land-based transportation, 3.2% is by waterborne and 8.4% is by rail transportation (Celiket al.,2013) . Every year approximately 10% increase is reported in the number of vehicles joining the traffic in Istanbul (Ozer and Kocaman, 2007) . The growth of the city area and the traffic congestion due to the high number of private vehicles have caused 20% increase in the average travel time in the last decade, reaching 48 minutesfor all trips in the metropolitan area (Ozer and Kocaman, 2007) . Table 1 shows the number of travelers and vehicle distributions for street, sea, and railway transportation (Celiket al.,2013) . We apply our approach to one of the metro lines in Istanbul, M2, which operates with 11 stations in a highly populated business district in the city center (See 
4.1.Conceptual Model
In this study, we investigate the interrelationships among the travel/traveler characteristics and the service performanc
Istanbul. We illustrate the conceptual model We represent the three input dimension identify the direct and indirect conditional dependencies between the variables using the network structure of the proposed among the variables in a network structure that the whole system. Thus, the final network states of the variables of the system.
4.2.Data Collection
We obtained the data set survey collected in January -February the survey in11 stations of the M2 stratified sampling plan based on the participants were the randomly selected passengers in each station.
constitute approximately 63% of the connections of the .
In this study, we investigate the interrelationships among the traveler characteristics and the service performance in a multimodal network in conceptual model derived from the literature in Fig   Fig.3 .
Conceptual Model of Traveler Satisfaction
We represent the three input dimensions as variables in the proposed identify the direct and indirect conditional dependencies between the variables using the proposed methodology. In this method, we model the relationships among the variables in a network structure that allows inferences of the sequential effects in the whole system. Thus, the final network enables us to analyze the outcomes by of the variables of the system. set from Istanbul Ulasim AS. It comprises a tr February2010. Seven hundred and fifty participants answered 11 stations of the M2line.For that purpose, Istanbul Ulasim AS employed a based on the number of travelers using each station.
participants were the randomly selected passengers in each station. In Table   16 constitute approximately 63% of the connections of the metro traveler satisfaction, e in a multimodal network in in Fig.3 . We specify the data related to access travel time and the total travel time of travelers based on the reports of the travelers on the survey questions.The survey was held at the stations of the M2 line while the passengers were leaving the station(e.g. How long did it take you to arrive at the M2 line? How long did it take you to travel on the M2 line?). The data set included exogenous factors that would affect the service offered to the traveler. The time of day of the traveland the type of ticket used for the travel werealso available for each traveler.
We specify the spatial separation of the origin of the traveler and the station based on the location information provided in the data set. The data set also incorporatesdemographic informationof the travelers(gender, level of income, etc.) and the traveler satisfaction ratingsof the them. We use a disaggregate data set which includes categorical, numerical, and ordinal variables. The BBN methodology allows us to use data that are not always comparable by specifying representative states of the data (Pradhan et al. 1996; Heckerman 1997 In this study, we analyze the multimodal transit travels from the traveler's perspective.
This point of view is acquired by including travel characteristics, service performance, traveler characteristics, and traveler satisfaction in the analysis of multimodal travels. We investigate the points that have been overlooked in previous public transportation research (Kim et al., 2017) , such as attribute-based satisfaction and the relationship between the level of service and satisfaction.
We use the traveler satisfaction ratings in the survey to extract main satisfaction dimensions. We conduct a factor analysis to identify the main dimensions of traveler satisfaction from a high number of satisfaction questions. We apply anexploratory factor analysis to construct compact variables from highlycorrelated input variables. In other words, we use the exploratory factor analysis to elicit the four constructs related to service quality:
Travel Time, Accessibility, Safety & Security, and Comfort. This approach decreases the number of variables and hence the complexity of the causal map in the further analysis with the experts.Moreover,BBNs have a challenge when modeling variables that are correlated.
They become densely connected and inference is then computationally intractable as the number of variables increases (Bensi et al., 2011) . As can be seen in Table 3, Four factors that we name as travel time, accessibility, safety and security, and comfort explain 63% of the variance in traveler satisfaction. Table 3 shows the satisfaction questions and the factor loadings obtained from travelers' ratings. The negative values show a negative correlation between the related variables (rows) and the related factors (columns). We represent the travelers' satisfaction by these four service quality dimensions. Then, we identifytravel characteristics as the variable of spatial separation of origin, access mode, and departure station. These variables represent the access connections of the multimodal transit travels. Besides, different access modes and the departure stationsprovidedifferent service characteristics for the travelers based on the technology, capacity, design, amenities, connections, average level of use, operations control strategies, etc.In our analysis, we specifyall modes connecting to the metro as the access modes, which arewalking, bus, bus rapid transit, funicular, minibus, taxi, and private car. Departure stations arethe sixstations that were in operation for the past 14years. These stations are Taksim, 20 Osmanbey, Şişli, Gayrettepe, Levent, and DörtLevent. The remaining five stations have started to operate a couple of months before the survey wasconducted and they made travels that started from these stations necessitate a transfer temporarily at DörtLevent station. In thistransition period, data related to these stations yielded low levels of use as well as bias due to inconvenient service conditions. Therefore, we choose not to include these stations in the analysis.
The spatial separation of the origin to the departure station is an important factor for travelers in choosing which access mode and departure stationto patronize (Bates 2000; Lindsey et al. 2010). For example, travelers accept to walk, on average, 400 meters for accessing a bus service and 800 meters for accessing a rail transit service, otherwise they prefer to access these services by another mechanized transportation mode or not to access the services at all (Murray, 2001; O'Sullivan and Morall, 1996; Lam and Morall, 1982) . In our analysis, the available data regarding the origin of the travelers is at the level of sub-districts. Therefore, the exact spatial separation of the origin and the departure station cannot be determined, but only an interval related to the distances may be calculated. Using the uncertain informationof the spatial separation, we categorize the origins, which are in subdistrictsintersecting with the metro lines 'close-by'and the rest as 'distant' origins. Noland and Small 1995) . Even though the demand levels for specific services are mainly stochastic in nature, it is typical that transportation demand is higher during the peak hours in the morning and the evening.The high level of demand concentrated in a short period affects the service levels. On the other hand, service levels are also significantly different in the late nighttime of the day 21 compared to the working hours of the day (Stathopoulos, &Marcucci, 2014) . To represent these implications, we have identified three states for the 'time of day'aspeak hours, non-peak hours, and late night. The level of service (e.g. frequency of the service) during late night periods is highly different from the peak and non-peak times of the day. 
4.4.Specification of the Causal Maps
The causal maps provide a visual representation of the concepts of a system. Table   4presents the variables of the causal map andcorresponding states of these variables.We determine the causal relationships between these variables via interviews with experts in the 22 public transport domain. We ask three experts to specify the interrelationships among the variables. We chose the experts based on their knowledge and experience of public transportation. The experts who participated in our study are well recognized experts in the domain of transportation planning. One of the experts is an urban planner and presently works for Istanbul Metropolitan Planning Center. He is the chief of the department that prepares the transport master plan of Istanbul. The second expert is a civil engineer manager who is presently working on public transportation planning. He has extensive training on transport simulation programs and is responsible for simulation modelling. The third expert is a transportation professor at a recognized technical university of Turkey. His major research areas are systems engineering, transportation planning, and vehicle routing. He has led and participated in many transportation planning projects and published many academic papers.
Although the number of experts who assisted us in this research may be considered low, all experts are highly competent, well informed, and skilled; besides they are eager to participate in our research. Our aim is to receive expert opinion of them on the problem at hand, rather than creating a representative sample of all experts on public transportation. This has been the case in similar studies (e.g. Poveda-Bautista et al., 2012; Oztaysi et al., 2011) where the same number of experts provided their judgment on the problem analyzed. In the interviews, we ask the experts to compare the variables in a pairwise matrix and to specify whether a positive, negative, or no relation exists between each pair of variables.
Since there are 14 variables, each expert did 91 pairwise comparisons. We obtain the final map through two revisions based on the feedback received from the experts. We prepare the resulting pairwise comparison matrix by aggregating the relationships based on the majority rule. Since the number of experts is odd, the majority rule ishelpful in addressing conflicting views about the types of relations (Nadkarni and Shenoy, 2004) . We use a positive signed arrow between two variables if at least two of the experts suggest a positive relationship between two concepts. Figure 4 shows the resulting preliminary map. It is normal to have too many relationships drawn in the first causal map (Aktas, et al., 2007) , because this is the stage we elicit the causal relationships for the first time. When the problem is analyzed for the first time, many cause-effect relationships are identified among the variables. However, to assist decision making, these relationships should be crystallized in the final causal map (Fig. 5) with the help of our experts' suggestions.
The identified causal re The causal map presents the network structure required by the BBNs. BBNs are developed as directed acyclic graphical models which are defined with vertices and an adjacency relation of edges on the vertices. The required acyclic structure of BBNs does not allow any cycles that start at a vertex and follow a sequence of edges that loops back to the same vertex.
The initial causal map has cycles which need to be removed to maintain the acyclic structure of the BBN. For this purpose, we revise the causal map through additional interviews with the experts. In some other type of cases, the cycles may also be formed due to a dynamic relationship between concepts across multiple time frames. In such cases, a part of the edges of a loop belong a former time frame, whereas the others relate to a later time frame. To solve this problem, concepts are disaggregated into multi-timeframes. Besides, relationships between the concepts may be distinguished as direct and indirect relationships.
We discuss the direct and indirect relationshipswith the experts and ask them to state the dominant causal influence when two concepts have reciprocal influences.As a result of these discussions, we conclude that multi-timeframes are not applicable to the BBN in this research.
After several iterations and clarifying the cause and effect relationships between the factors that affect travel time satisfaction, we obtain the final map that is shown in Fig.5 .
In the final causal map, the experts suggest that the critical variable is the travel time satisfaction because it is the main satisfaction indicator of the transportation service.The relations illustrated in the map treat travel time satisfaction as an overall satisfaction variable which is affected by the travel time related indicator (i.e. total travel time) as well as indicators of other satisfaction dimensions (i.e. comfort, safety&security, and accessibility).
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As observed on the final map, access mode to the metro line M2 is the most important system variable whichis related to all variables of the network either directly or indirectly.
Variables such as time of day, gender, spatial separation, ticket type, and car availability directly affectwhereasincome level indirectly affects the access mode. On the other hand, satisfaction indicators related to time and accessibility depend on the access mode. The departure station, where interchange takes place for multimodal travels, directlyaffectssatisfaction dimensions of comfort, accessibility, safety and security. The parent variables of the departure station are access mode and income level. 
4.5.Construction of the Bayesian Belief Network
Using causal maps, it is not possible to model the uncertainties associated with the decision variables and make inferences about the concepts. BBNs offer a probabilistic 27 approach by identifying the concepts as random variables and causal relationships as conditional dependencies. To construct the BBN, we applytwo stages: first, we identify the states of the random variables. Then, we calculate the conditional probabilities of the variables in the BBN. Next two sub-sections present the procedure of these two stages.
States of the variables
The states of the categorical variables are based directly on the specification of variables as discussed in Section 4.3. However, the numerical variables such as travel time have been transformed into discrete variables before calculating the conditional probabilities.
The discretization is made by considering breakpoints in the data (Aktas et al., 2007) as shown in Fig.6 . For example, the states of access time are defined as short (less than 15 minutes), medium (between 15-50 minutes) and long (longer than 50 minutes). Similarly, total travel time is discretized as short (less than 25 minutes), medium (25-65 minutes) and long (longer than 65 minutes). Since the access time is a part of the total travel time, the state boundaries of the access time and total travel time are different.
Traveler satisfaction levels related to the service quality dimensions are specified as high, medium or low. Three discrete statesof the variables are specified by considering breakpoints in the data.In Fig.6 , the first four graphsshow the sorted factor scores which are obtained from factor analysisand the number of respondents for each satisfaction dimension and the breakpoints on each graph. The latter two graphs of Fig.6 titled as access time and total travel time directly show the time in minutes and the number of respondents. 
Conditional probabilities
BBNs consist of a probability distribution for each node as represented by conditional dependencies captured with the directed acyclic graph. Each node in the network has an associated conditional probability table that describes the conditional probability distribution of the node given different assignments of the states of its parents. A conditional probability table ( | , … , ) has to be attached to each variable with parents , . . . , . If has no parents, the table reduces to the marginal probability table ( ) (Janssens et al., 2006 ). Wealso examine whether the network structure of the final causal map may further be simplified using the dataset. The final network structure is improved using the approach developed by Geiger et al. (1990) . This approach proposes that if is independent of given for every value of , , say , , then ( = | = ) = ( = | = , = ).
Namely, the probability of any value of given any value of is not affected by any value of .
In the final BBN, the prior probabilities specified for the time of day, gender, spatial separation, and income level are marginal probabilities because these variables have no parents. Whereas, variables such as access mode, departure station, satisfaction dimensions, and others have parents, so conditional probabilities are specified. For example, the conditional probability defined for access mode is
Bayes' rule, this probability can be formulated as:
P(AccessMode|TimeofDay, Gender, SpatialSeperation, TicketType) = P(AccessMode, TimeofDay, Gender, SpatialSeperation, TicketType, Car availability) / P(TimeofDay, Gender, SpatialSeperation, TicketType)
If the parent variables are independent, then the equation is reduced to:
P(AccessMode|TimeofDay, Gender, SpatialSeperation, TicketType) = P(AccessMode, TimeofDay, Gender, SpatialSeperation, TicketType) / [P(TimeofDay) x P(Gender) x P(SpatialSeperation) x P(TicketType)]
The prior frequency distributions for the variables are derived from the data. Using the frequency distributions, conditional probabilities are calculated.When dependencies are specified for the sequences of variables, the computations of the probabilities get more 30 complex. So, we use Neticav4.16 which provides a probabilistic inference algorithm for
BBNs. The compiled final network and the calculated prior probabilities are given in Fig.7 .In our dataset, the data is complete for all variables (no missing data or latent variable), so the learning method from cases is employed to derive the conditional probabilities. Learning from cases results in probability revision in the following manner: At each node, all conditional probabilities start as uniform. For each case to be learned; only nodes for which the case supplies a value (finding), and supplies values for all of its parents, have their conditional probabilities modified.
The survey data shows that 44.6% of travels are made during peak hours, 44.3% during off peak and 11.1% during late night hours. The gender of the travelers is 88% male and 12% female. The travelers' origin is a distant location with respect to the metro line with a probability of 6.87% and a close location with a probability of 93.1%. The income level of the travelers is high with probability 11.4%, medium with probability 87.3%, and low with probability 1.27%.
Similarly, the conditional probabilities for all variables which have parentsare calculated. The prior probabilities obtained for the access mode to the M2 metro line is as follows: 58% walking, 20% bus, 6% bus rapid transit(metrobus), funicular, private car and taxi 4%, and minibus 3%. The travels made by M2 depart from Şişli with 24%, Taksim and DörtLevent 19%, Osmanbey 18%, Levent 14% and Gayrettepe 5%. The prior probabilities for the satisfaction levels of M2 travelers regarding the services are given in Table 5 . 
Decision Support for Policy Making
Policy making in public transportation is challenging because it is expected to satisfy many criteria such as traveler satisfaction, system capabilities, and cost effectiveness. When the size of the transportation system grows, multi-modal travels which are mainly burdensome for the passengers need to be effectively incorporated into planning and decision-making. We present the BBN as an effective visualization and decision-support tool for the inference of the sequential effects in the transportation system including multi-modal travels and gain deep insight of the dependencies of the system.Next two sub-sections present the calculation of the posterior probabilities and the sensitivity analysis as tools to be used for decision support in public transportation policy making. The computation of this case on Netica is depicted in Figure 8 . Using the posterior probabilities, predictions for different cases can be obtained. The travel time satisfaction levels for travelers accessing the M2 metro line with different modes is predicted as shown in Table 6 .If we know the access mode of the traveler, we observe that the probability distribution does not change significantly for the access modes of bus and walking. For other access modes, the probability distribution changes significantly. This is the information that is insightful for policy making. Under each of these access modes, the travel time satisfaction is either higher or lower compared to the no information case. This shows two groups of access services in these types of modes. One of these offers a better service resulting in higher travel time satisfaction and the other offers poor service resulting lower travel time satisfaction. We show another example of predicting posterior joint probabilities, which can also be computed when information on more than one variable is available.For example, posterior 34 probabilities of access mode are observed when the accessibility satisfaction is low, access time is medium and travel time satisfaction is high. The prior probabilities and posterior probabilities are compared in Table 7 . The evidence is that satisfaction level of travel time is high, accessibility is low and access time is medium.Under this evidence, the probability of traveler's arriving at M2 metro line by funicular and walking modes decrease. Thus, it may be concluded that access by funicular and walking modes endow travels with high accessibility and short travel time. and observing the automatically updated decision outcomes.Travel time satisfaction is the main performance indicator and accepted by the experts to be the most critical variable in the system. So, sensitivity analysis was done to identify the relative importance of those variables affecting travel time satisfaction, which are total travel time, access mode, accessibility satisfaction, comfort satisfaction, safetyand security satisfaction.
The value describing the degree of sensitivity of one node to another is given in the 'Mutual Info' column of this column corresponds to the variance reduction; otherwise, it represents entropy reduction.
The 'Mutual Info' shows how much the variable can affect the query node (travel time satisfaction) due to a finding of another variable named as varying variable. The higher the mutual info sensitivity measure is, the more effective has the parent (varying) variable.
The 'Quadratic Score' column is a measure of distance between target and approximations. Basically, the scoring reflects how much information is obtained from observing an event with probability . The more the information (and the quadratic score of parent variables) is available, the more sensitive is travel time satisfaction to that variable.
The 'Quadratic Score' compares the sensitivities to the findings in each node. Travel time satisfaction is most sensitive to accessibility satisfaction and access mode, followed by total travel time, safetyand security satisfaction, and comfort satisfaction. In the literature, the importance of accessibility has been investigated extensively. In unimodal travels, the accessibility is specified as the walking time or distance to the transportation service. Acceptable access distances and the percentage of the population covered accordingly have been specified for certain geographies (Murray, 2001; Danaher, 2003) . In case of multimodal transportation, accessibility is a former part of the travel, commonly aservice with less capacity in a chain of interconnected travels. Then, the travel time contains various types of components such as walking time, access time, transfer time, waiting time, search time, delay time. Pratt (2000) has identified the importance of these components relatively. His study suggests that the most important component of travel time is 36 accessibility when there is no delay in a travel with a transfer, which is in line with the findings of our study as well.
An earlier version of this survey is used in the study of Celik et al. (2013) to evaluate and improve customer satisfaction in Istanbul public transportation. They identify the priority sequence of public transportation firms through a fuzzy multi-criteria decision model.
Different from our study, they suggest the decision makers to take action to reduce the intensity of passengers at bus stops. That is mainly due to the nature of the data they use, where travelers using bus services participated in the survey.
A complementary work by Zheng and Geroliminis (2013) investigate space distributions in a multimodal network and the effects of interactions among modes on network traffic performance. They find that policy makers face a trade-off between the operational cost of bus lanes and the savings in passenger hours travelled and it is not always efficient to give space to bus lanes. They recommend using dynamic pricing to shift demand between modes to improve the network performance. However, the effect of such a policy on traveler
satisfaction is yet to be investigated.
In summary, we first identify the structure of the network (the variables and the relationships among them) using expert opinion. Once the structure is set, we determine the states of the variables and use an empirical dataset for specifying the conditional probability tables of each variable as is commonly named the learning of the Bayesian networks. Then, the BBN becomes ready for making probabilistic inference by implying any given evidence(s) and observing the posterior probabilities. Another type of analysis that is conducted with the BBNs is sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis identifies the variable which affects the selected query variable the most.
We limit the use of the dataset to the learning of conditional probabilities. However, the structure of the network can also be identified by using advanced algorithms and an 37 extended dataset. In this study, we employ an approach incorporating expert opinionsinto identifying the structure (i.e. relationships of the network).
In our network, we only have decision nodes so the states of the variables must be discrete to employ the BBN approach. Thus, we discretize the variables by introducing cut-off points based on the slope changes of the partial relations. However, a more structured algorithm which identifies the cut-off points by learning from the cases may be introduced.
In our problem, we have no missing values in our dataset, neither a latent variable in our network. Thus, learning of the conditional probabilities is straightforward. In case of missing data and latent variables, more advanced algorithms are required for the learning of the conditional probabilities.
4.7.Limitations
In BBNs, model selection is based on the likelihood that considers parameter variability for fixed sample values and no significance testing is performed when using this approach to model selection. Bayesian procedure is usually more robust to false associations due to the use of prior probability distributions that can tune the level of evidence needed to accept an association (Sebastiani and Perls, 2008) . So, the model is more probable than the model of stochastic independence, given the data.
One of the major limitations of BBNs is computational complexity. BBN algorithms are of non-polynomial complexity, which means that the computation time grows exponentially as the network complexity grows.
Conclusion
In this study, we usea BBN approach for performance evaluation of multimodal transportation systems. The integrated services offered to travelers are difficult to evaluate due to the interaction among the incomparable variables and the stochastic nature of the 38 system. Bayesian networks allow us to represent and visualize the system and to conceptualize the association between variables.
In the final BBN,which is developed to investigate the multimodal travels of trunkand-feeder systems, the most important variable of the multimodal travels is the access (feeder) mode. Since the trunk mode is a high capacity and high speed mode, the main performance determinant of the multimodal transportation systems is the performance of the feeder mode. Thus, feeder modes should be carefully planned and integrated to the trunk mode for effective multimodal transportation systems. Tyrinopoulos and Antoniou (2008) also report that most important factor obtained in factor analysis of satisfaction survey data is the one including accessibility and waiting conditions. The second important factor is transfer quality described by the distance and waiting time. Then, the service production attribute including the service frequency and on-time performance are listed.
Besides, in the case study, accessibility satisfaction and access mode variables are shown to be more effective variables than the total travel time for travel time satisfaction.
This also indicates the importance of access in multimodal travels.The performance dimensions, comfort, safetyand security, and accessibility are found to be closely related to departure station of the trunk line which is the interchange station for multimodal travels. Debrezion et al. (2009) also statethat easily accessible railway stations are more likely to be patronized as departure stations than less accessible stations. They assert that the availability of other access modes such as car, public transport, and the quality of the stationare expected to influence the choice of a departure railway station.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of BBN methodology in the framework of traveler satisfaction and service performance isproposed for the first time in the literature in this paper. Artificial intelligence techniques which are based on learning from data allow researchers to model non-linear relationships under uncertainty. The use of BBN to represent 39 and model the relationships among traveler satisfaction and service performance offers a new avenue of research. In this framework, the BBN methodology could be further investigated to learn the network structure and probabilities using various algorithms proposed in the literature.
From the practitioner's point of view, BBN methodology offers visualization of the relationships to capture the dynamics of the system easily. As well, it is an effective tool to obtain the results of any change on the system via the network structure and the conditional probabilities. The proposed framework should act as a useful guide for transportation service providers and policy-makers in developing strategies to improve the performance of selected transportation systems, as well as in the allocation of scarce resources, subject to budget constraints and other system priorities.
A final point to highlight is that we do not capture the trips from the trunk end-point to final destination due to lack of data. This part of the journey may have an impact on the overall satisfaction and future work, if possible, should incorporate this aspect. We present an idea of using Bayesian Belief Networks to assist transport policies; however, our approach should be extended in terms of data and implementation steps to better support transport policy decisions. Future research may also investigate the differences resulting from the use of local vs. regional and national data sources to generalize the use of the proposed model.
The service providers may comparatively be able to assess their service performance which will result in an alignment in the quality of the transportation systems and improvement in the quality of life.
